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1. In disbelief, Lee and Newton climax with
concerning innuendo (6,8)
9. Curious, versatile bros, perhaps (9)
10. Cincinnatian experiences shrinkage? It's too
much! (1,4)
11. Vivid blue, red, indigo, green at edges of haircut
(6)
12. Supporter takes knee, surprising tool from IKEA
(5,3)

2. Boring platform of binary options upset girl (3,3)
3. Debut character has buried masculine identity (5)
4. Non-binary person ditches bachelor for Victor,
causing jealousy (4)
5. Stuffy-sounding lesbian goes after Rover's owner (5)
6. At last, Wolverine and Spiderman undressed,
bared all of their skin (9)
7. Doctor Silver related to grand illusionist (4,4)

14. Pansexual singer Jay Horne returns fronting
stripped-down Beyoncé album (7,5)

8. Price of admission: dish about yourself superficially
(5,3)

19. Trusted group mishandled flashy income (6,6)

9. Actress Margot experienced bisexual erasure that's a wrap (4)

22. Iconic fabric regularly clogs bathful - dang! (4,4)
24. Miss Continental accessory worn by queer
university crush (6)
27. Revolutionary support follows in Prince
Manvendra's homeland (5)
28. Gay-friendly city
overshadowed by
teamster damage
(9)
29. Boomers, for one,
endlessly mock
individual sense
of self (6,8)

13. Billy Eichner’s tops left naked, grumbling (4)
15. Asexual mistaken, rejecting loud Swedish pop
group (3,2,4)
16. Source of zest, vitality after female-to-male
transition (4)
17. Very hot Southern
California Democrat
not out to head of
government (8)
18. Equality Act
champion giddily
joined Beau, striking
gold (3,5)
20. Masked man also
penetrates tiny hunk
(6)
21. That singular
person's trans
fashion line (4)
23. Alan Turing starts a
Rhode Island
computer game
company (5)
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25. Questioning? Take
five for exploration (5)
26. "Ring of Keys" component is extremely
laudable? (4)

